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ABSTRACT 
 

A previous paper was presented [1] detailing the design and testing of the first networked demonstration 
system (ITC 2006) for iNET. This paper extends that work by testing a commercial off the shelf (COTS) 
solution for the wireless network connection of the Telemetry Network System (TmNS). This paper will 
briefly discuss specific pieces of the airborne and ground station system but will concentrate on the new 
wireless network link, how it was tested, and how well it performed. Flight testing results will be 
presented accessing the performance of the wireless network link.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The iNET Team has assembled a Demonstration System to not only assess COTS wireless network link 
performance within the aeronautical test environment but also to demonstrate the potential uses of a 
network linked system. The TmNS is shown pictorially in Figure 1. The four components are the 
vehicular network, or the Test Article Segment (TAS), the interface to the ground station, or Ground 
Station Segment (GSS), the wireless network link that ties the two networks together, and the legacy 
serial streaming telemetry (SST) link.  



 
 

Figure 1 – Telemetry Network System 
 

In essence, wireless network link is connecting two distinct networks allowing them to function 
together. The serial streaming link is still utilized for it too has value for the transmission of time critical 
data.  

 
AERONAUTICAL NETWORK LINK DESCRIPTION 

 
The Demonstration System was assembled to realize the structure depicted in Figure 1. A block diagram 
of the actual system is shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Demonstration System Block Diagram 



 
The block diagram shows the TAS being connected to the GSS via the SST link and a wireless network 
link. The new network link was designed for two reasons; one to see if an IEEE-802.11b COTS piece of 
hardware (as opposed to the Harris SecNet11+ used previously) could provide the basis for a useable 
wireless network link in an aeronautical environment and two, given success, the hardware would be 
used to support helicopter testing at Pax River MD. The latter will also provide information on the 
utility of the link in a helicopter channel environment, a topic for future work. 
 
The wireless connection between the TAS and GSS was formed using a new wired-to-wireless 
bridge/router, or “brouter”, connected to a transverter for over the air transmission. The brouters are 
commercial off-the-self (COTS) units which provide all of the functionality to bridge or switch the 
wired side and route between the wired and wireless networks. The wired side was configured as a 
bridge.  The wireless side was realized through a standard IEEE-802.11b PCMCIA card. Bridges and 
switches control link layer data flow, handle transmission errors, provide physical (as opposed to 
logical) addressing, and manage access to the physical layer. The brouter services Internet Protocol (IP) 
routes for all hardware on the vehicle as well as wireless connectivity. The transverter is a very specific 
piece of equipment that acts as a transmit/receive switch and translates the industrial, scientific, and 
medical (ISM) band (2412MHz to 2462MHz) to/from the brouter to the upper L-Band telemetry band 
(1755MHz to 1850MHz). Refer to Figure 3 for the frequency translation from IEEE-802.11 channels to 
upper L-Band frequencies. The transverter also has a power amplifier integral to the design providing 
power amplification to the +40dBm level. Also part of the wireless connection is the triplexer. This 
piece of hardware was used to allow the network connection and the SST link to operate through one 
airborne antenna.   
 

 
 

Figure 3 – Transverter Frequency Translation Chart 
 
The airborne system, or Test Article Segment, consists of a system networked together utilizing the 
network switch for intra-vehicle network connectivity. For this testing, only the brouter, airborne 
computer, web camera, and network time server (NTS) were used to form the airborne network.  The 
NTS derives time from global position system (GPS) satellites and provides time to the network for 
node synchronization.  
 
To complete the system, a ground network (GSS) was created.  The ground portion consists of the 
mirror image of the vehicular wireless network connection (triplexer, transverter, brouter), network 



switch, ground station computer, a network time server, and streaming telemetry receiver and 
demodulator. As in TAS, the NTS provides network time to the nodes connected to the GSS. It should 
be noted that the triplexer is an integral part of the feed of the 10ft dish receive antenna. This 
modification was specifically done to support network link testing in the upper L-Band frequency band.  
See Figure 4 for a picture of the network enabled ground station antenna.  
 

 
  

Figure 4 – Network Enabled Ground Station Antenna 
 

In network terms, the TAS node is configured as a remote node while the GSS node is configured as an 
access point (AP) and serves as the gateway to/from the wireless connection. Remote ground nodes gain 
access to the wireless connection via requests to the AP.  The AP (or ground station brouter) serves local 
IP addresses to the GSS systems via Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). Likewise, the 
airborne brouter serves local IP address to TAS network devices. 
 
As one can imagine, network configuration and management, even in this simple network configuration, 
can get confusing. The next section addresses this issue and explains how the system was managed from 
a network perspective.  
 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
 
When talking about three networks (wired GSS, wired TAS, wireless connections between them), 
configurations, addressing, sub-nets, etc. get confusing. One tool that was found to be useful to view the 
configuration of the local area networks (LAN) and the wireless local area network (WLAN) was a 
commercial application known as the “Dude”. (For this discussion, the LAN is considered to the wired 
LANs (TAS and GSS) and the WLAN is the connection between the two.) The Dude (actual name of 
the software) is a client-server program that runs on Linux and Windows® operating systems and can be 
run from anywhere on the network. The Dude client may connect to the local or a remote Dude server 
and is used as a graphical interface to the server. The Dude is an easy to use graphical user interface 



(GUI) that allows for network management and monitoring but most importantly, provides a real-time 
picture of network configuration.  The Dude can monitor specific services running on hosts and alert 
any changes of status.  It also runs statistics on network services and shows the results in graphic plot. 
Figure 5 shows an example of the Dude GUI. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 - Dude GUI 
 
The real central point in this system is the wired-to-wireless bridge/router. All of the network traffic 
flows through both the TAS and GSS brouters. Because of this, a tool was required that easily 
configured the brouter. The tool that was chosen was WinBox. Winbox is a Windows® program used 
for accessing the brouter configuration and management features through an intuitive GUI. WinBox also 
has a tool box for monitoring traffic numerically and graphically on both the wired and wireless sides of 
the brouter.  Like the Dude, WinBox can connect to any router on the network and the operator can be 
logged in to multiple routers simultaneously. As an example, WinBox was used to configure the IEEE-
802.11b channel (see Figure 3 above) and restrict the wireless card from scanning thru all available 
channels looking for wireless remote nodes and access points.  Figure 6 shows the interface. 
 



 
 

Figure 6 – WinBox GUI 
 

SYSTEM TESTING 
 
The tests performed can be broken down into three categories; ground testing with ground station 
network-enabled antenna, flight testing without the airborne triplexer, and flight testing with the 
airborne triplexer.  The main thrust of the testing was tiered to determine: 
 

1. Did the network-enabled ground station antenna degrade the network waveform? 
2. Was the network link useable in the airborne environment? If so, what was the maximum 

useable slant range? 
3. Did the insertion of the triplexer degrade the wireless network link performance? 

 
During all of the testing, certain tools were used to capture and record network performance for analysis 
and to display the current status of the link. The list of tools includes: 
 
 PING – Standard utility used to determine if a particular host is available over the network. 
 iPERF – A client/server application that was developed as a modern alternative for measuring 

Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) bandwidth performance. 
iPERF is a tool to measure maximum TCP bandwidth reporting bandwidth, delay jitter, and 
datagram losses (for UDP). 

 Ethereal – A network protocol analyzer which can be used real-time and used to analyze 
captured data.  

 Custom Linux Script - A Linux script sampled signal and channel quality indicators from the 
brouter management information base (MIB).  These sample sets were filed in a spreadsheet with 
time tags for post-test processing. 



 
The PING utility was used to constantly excite the wireless channel. To observe the channel availability 
the ping return time was monitored. Channel drops were displayed as long ping delays.  Channel 
recovery was evidenced by the ping round-trip time, which for a ‘good link’ was on the order of a few 
milliseconds.  Drop returns were several seconds. All of this information was recorded within a 
spreadsheet with time tags.  
 
IEEE-802.11b channel rates were monitored using an iPERF application that sends messages as a client-
server exchange. Missed messages are determined by the message order.  A number received out of 
order is an error. The iPERF application also displays the requested bit rate and the actual measured 
rate. The iPERF packets were delivered via the standard UDP.  Message errors were monitored using 
UDP rather then the TCP. (TCP, being a connection-oriented protocol, would have delivered the 
messages in order, correcting for any drops via retransmission requests thus not providing the required 
information.)  All of this information was recorded within a spreadsheet with time tags. 
 
During this testing, sampled signal data from the GSS brouter was recorded and placed in a spreadsheet.  
The sampled data set included both the transmitter and receiver bit rates, the received signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR), the stated noise floor, and then time stamped with the local GSS time derived through the 
NTS. To align the sampled data with the aircraft location, time stamped aircraft GPS position and 
attitude data was collected and stored on-board the aircraft as well as transmitted over the SST link. 
Knowing the aircraft location and GSS location, slant range can be calculated throughout the test.    
 

FLIGHT TESTING 
 

Once the system was installed on the C-12 aircraft, ground checks were conducted to assess the link 
performance and to test the network-enabled ground station antenna. Initial testing was done with a 4ft 
parabolic dish on the ground station side and two airborne antennas (one for the network link, one for 
the SST link) on the aircraft side to verify the aircraft system was functioning properly. This same 4ft 
dish was used during the previous testing with the SecNet11+ system. Next, the network-enabled 
antenna was used to compare the network link performance. (It should be noted that prior to installing 
the network-enabled feed, it was characterized and tested in the Telemetry Lab at EAFB and found to 
have no discernable affect on IEEE-802.11a or IEEE-802.11b waveforms.). The recorded link metrics 
(PING, iPERF, MIBs, SNR, etc.) showed no affects due to the ground station network-enable antenna.  
 
Flight testing of the network link followed successful ground checks. There were three flight paths used 
for testing the network link. See Figure 7 for a pictorial of the flight paths on the Edwards AFB range.  
 

Flight Path 1 - 5/10 Track - A triangle route due North of the receive station with slant ranges 
varying between 5 and 10 nautical miles (nm). 
Flight Path 2 - 15/20/25/30 Mile Arcs – A flight route with constant radius arcs from the ground 
station.    
Flight Path 3 - Black Mountain W-E – A West to East flight track that varies in slant range from 
15nm to 62nm. 
 



The flights were organized to check link performance at close ranges without the airborne triplexer, 
determine maximum useable slant range without the airborne triplexer, then insert the airborne triplexer 
and re-fly the close in flight tracks and then determine the maximum useable slant range.   
 

 
 

Figure 7 – Flight Paths 
 
The first flight used Flight Path 1 as a shake down of the system since it was anticipated that the 
network link would function at slant ranges much longer than 10nm. The test was used to ensure the 
capture, monitoring, and recording of the link metrics was functioning properly and to test the 
performance of the network link without the inclusion of the airborne triplexer. Altitude for this initial 
flight was 10,000ft MSL and the flight path was flown in both the clockwise (CW) and 
counterclockwise (CCW) directions at 160knots. Both directions were flown to account for antenna 
pattern anomalies. Overall, the network link worked very well during this initial testing.  
 
The second flight used Flight Path 2 and 3 to establish the maximum useable slant range of the wireless 
network link. Altitude for this test was 10,000ft MSL with a constant airspeed of 200knots. Flight Path 2 
is designed to work up to the maximum slant range by flying constant radius arcs from the ground 
station. During this test the network link functioned properly out to the maximum arc slant range of 
30nm (see Figure 7). Given this, Flight Path 3 was initiated to find the slant range which “broke” the 
link.  
 



The third flight was to establish how well the wireless network link functioned with the insertion of the 
triplexer and to determine maximum useable slant range. The triplexer allows the use of only one 
external antenna for both the network link and the SST link and is currently thought to be one of the 
configurations of the TmNS in future installations. Since only one antenna is used with the triplexer 
installed, the antenna previously used for the wireless network link went unused. This other antenna was 
located forward of the single antenna but it should be assumed that antennas patterns will be different. It 
was expected the network link performance would only suffer by the amount of insertion loss due to the 
triplexer and the difference in antenna patterns. The flight test consisted of Flight Path 1, the 30nm in 
Flight Path 2, and Flight Path 3.   
 

TEST RESULTS 
 

As was stated above, the objective of the testing was to verify COTS wireless network hardware could 
function in an aeronautical environment and if it could, at what slant range was it useable. Given 
success, insert the triplexer and re-fly certain test points to compare network link performance. Testing 
results shown below compare the link performance with and without the triplexer over the same flight 
paths.  
 
Referring back to Figure 7, Flight Path 1 is triangular in shape with the maximum slant range on the 
order of 10-11nm. A plot of SNR and slant range versus flight time is shown in Figure 8 and 9 for the 
CCW flight direction with and without the triplexer. The values used for SNR are not calibrated but are 
values that are polled from the IEEE-802.11b card within the brouter. While the values are not 
absolutely accurate, they can be used on a comparative basis. At the triangle vertices the aircraft exceeds 
bank angles of 45 degrees thus shadowing the ground station antenna. Reviewing Figures 8 and 9, this 
shadowing affect can be seen in the data as sharp drops in SNR values which sometimes caused the link 
to resynchronize. The depth and length of the SNR drops are directly related to the sharpness and 
duration of the turn.  

 
Flight 1 - 5/10 Track CCW
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Figure 8 – 5/10 Track CCW (w/o triplexer), Flight 1 



 
Flight 3 - 5/10 Track CCW
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Figure 9 – 5/10 Track CCW (w/triplexer) Flight 3 
 
Table 1 compares the average SNR and average IEEE-802.11b network rate over the entire flight path 
for configurations with and without the triplexer. (Note: IEEE-802.11b rates adapt to the detected 
channel condition. Rates are 11Mbps, 5.5Mbps, 2Mbps, and 1Mbps so for a “clear” channel, the rate 
would be 11Mbps). The variation between SNR values can be explained two ways. One, the flight paths 
for this tight of a course can not be exactly replicated on a flight-by-flight basis by the aircrew. Second, 
differing antennas are used for the network link depending upon the installation of the triplexer. Gain 
pattern variations between these antennas will cause variations in SNR.   

 
Flight Path Avg. SNR (dB) Avg. Network Rate (Mbps) 

5/10 Track, CW (no triplexer) 30.8 11 
5/10 Track, CCW (no triplexer) 32.3 11 
5/10 Track, CW (w/triplexer) 34.8 5.5 

5/10 Track, CCW (w/triplexer) 38.5 5.5 
 

Table 1 – Flight Path 1 Results 
 
Figures 10 and 11 show SNR versus slant range for the 30nm arc from the ground station. Variations in 
slant range are due to how the arc was created for the aircrew. The description of the flight path can be 
thought of as a course piece wise linear representation of an arc (see Figure 7) so the slant range axis is 
not constant. The plots also show a curve fit for the data. This is included to show that as slant range 
increases, SNR decreases. Variations are also noted in SNR values which are due to aircraft antenna 
pattern gain variations. SNR levels are also smaller (see Table 2) with the triplexer in the system which 
is to be expected for two reasons. One, there is insertion loss due to the triplexer for the network link 
and two, the transmit antenna between the two flights was different and in a different location on the 
aircraft causing some pattern gain variations.    

 



SNR vs Slant Range
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Figure 10 – 30nm Arc (w/o triplexer) Flight 2 
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Figure 11 – 30nm Arc (w/triplexer) Flight 3 
 

Flight Avg. SNR (dB) 
30nm Arc (w/o triplexer) 25 
30nm Arc (w/triplexer) 22 

 
 Table 2 – Average SNR for 30nmi Arc  
 
Figures 12 and 13 show SNR versus slant range for the Flight Path 3, Black Mountain W-E. This test 
was performed to determine the maximum useable slant range for the network link. Again, a curve fit is 
provided to show the data trend of dropping SNR versus slant range. Table 3 shows a comparison of 



maximum slant range with and without the triplexer. 6nm was observed as the difference. As a check, 
free space path loss difference between the maximum ranges is on the order of ~1.1dB (discounting 
antenna gain variations) which matches well with the triplexer specifications for insertion loss.   
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Figure 12 – SNR vs. Slant Range, Blk Mtn (w/o triplexer) Flight 2 
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Figure 13 – SNR vs. Slant Range, Blk Mtn (w/triplexer) Flight 3 
 

Flight Maximum Useable Slant Range (nm) 
Flight Path 3 (w/o triplexer) 50 
Flight Path 3 (w/triplexer) 44 

 
Table 3 – Maximum Slant Range 



NETWORK LINK USE EXAMPLE 
 

After the first flight it was obvious that the network link was useable as a test tool. The link was used 
two ways. First, the network link was used to control the on-board web camera via an application in the 
GSS. The camera in the aircraft was commanded to deliver streaming video via an ActiveX module in 
the camera’s application GUI.  Next, network time was jammed into the camera via the same application 
GUI. Second, during the flight test, the camera was configured to request time updates from the TAS 
NTS via network time protocol by supplying the camera application with the NTS IP address. This 
function was verified by comparing the indicated time on the camera GUI with that on the TAS 
computer. Previously, the TAS computer running the camera application was jammed manually by the 
Flight Test Engineer using the TAS NTS.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
• The IEEE 802.11b COTS hardware was found to be a robust wireless network platform when 

subjected to typical telemetry channel anomalies and is considered to be useable in the 
aeronautical environment. 

• The network link was useable to a maximum slant range of 44nmi. This performance was highly 
dependant upon aircraft antenna pattern.  

• A triplexer was used on-board the test aircraft to simulate a future typical installation that 
utilized one antenna for both the wireless network and SST links. Performance on both links was 
only degraded by the amount of insertion loss.   

• The wireless network link was used to demonstrate a use case where the operator was able to 
access and control an on-board camera.  

• Shareware tools were utilized for configuring and monitoring the performance the wired and 
wireless networks.  
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